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Experimental and theoretical studies of
hydroxyl-induced magnetism in TiO nanoclusters†
Xiao-hui Wei,*ac Rulong Zhou,c B. Balamurugan,ac Ralph Skomski,ac
Xiao Cheng Zeng*bc and D. J. Sellmyer*ac
A main challenge in understanding the defect ferromagnetism in dilute magnetic oxides is the direct
experimental veriﬁcation of the presence of a particular kind of defect and distinguishing its magnetic
contributions from other defects. The magnetic eﬀect of hydroxyls on TiO nanoclusters has been
studied by measuring the evolution of the magnetic moment as a function of moisture exposure time,
which increases the hydroxyl concentration. Our combined experiment and density-functional theory
(DFT) calculations show that as dissociative water adsorption transforms oxygen vacancies into
hydroxyls, the magnetic moment shows a signiﬁcant increase. DFT calculations show that the magnetic
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moment created by hydroxyls arises from 3d orbitals of neighboring Ti sites predominantly from the top
and second monolayers. The two nonequivalent hydroxyls contribute diﬀerently to the magnetic
moment, which decreases as the separation of hydroxyls increases. This work illustrates the essential
interplay among defect structure, local structural relaxation, charge redistribution, and magnetism. The
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microscopic diﬀerentiation and clariﬁcation of the speciﬁc roles of each kind of intrinsic defect is critical

www.rsc.org/nanoscale

for the future applications of dilute magnetic oxides in spintronic or other multifunctional materials.

1

Introduction

Room-temperature ferromagnetism in dilute magnetic oxides
(DMO) and dilute magnetic semiconductors (DMS) aroused
enormous interest for potential applications in spintronics.1,2
Aer more than a decade of intensive research, the origin of this
ferromagnetism is still highly controversial. During the initial
investigations of this defect ferromagnetism, eﬀorts were
centered on the roles of extrinsic defects such as dopants. The
coexistence of dopants and cationic and anionic vacancies
increases the diﬃculty of clarifying the role of each of them.
Recent work is starting to focus on undoped metal oxides and
the clarication of the specic role of each kind of intrinsic
defect such as cationic and anionic vacancies. Two interesting
cases are ZnS and ZnO nanostructures. DFT calculations for ZnS
nanowires show that while S vacancy does not generate
magnetic moments, Zn vacancies produce signicant magnetic
moments that scale with Zn vacancy concentration and arise
from the 3p orbitals on neighboring S sites.3 Similar DFT
calculations for ZnO thin lms and nanowires indicate that
a
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while O vacancies do not generate any magnetic moments, Zn
vacancies give rise to magnetic moments that arise from the O
2p orbitals of neighboring O.4 Both studies showcase the
complex correlation among defect creation, local structural
relaxation, charge redistribution, and magnetism. Another
feature of the defect ferromagnetism is the preferential location
of the vacancies at the surface of the nanostructures and these
surface vacancies dominate the magnetic moment while interior vacancies give negligible contributions. Also the defect
formation energy is reduced as the dimension of the sample is
reduced from two-dimensional thin lms to one-dimensional
nanowires.4 Thus nanostructures favor the defect ferromagnetism because of the higher surface area and defect concentration. The fact that oxygen vacancy (Vo) does not generate
magnetic moments in ZnO can be attributed to the unique
electronic structure of ZnO. As previous studies of various metal
oxides point out, when the structure of a metal oxide becomes
more complex, the bonding changes from ionic to covalent.5,6
Thus while Vo generates defect states in simple oxides such as
MgO and Al2O3, it does not for ZnO. Hence for many oxides, Vo
is a crucial defect that aﬀects the electronic structure and
potentially
gives
rise
to
their
room-temperature
ferromagnetism.
Besides Vo, hydroxyl (OH) is another important defect that
determines the physics and chemistry of metal oxides.7–10 As a
large number of metal oxides have comparable oxygen vacancy
and hydroxyl concentrations, it is suggested that they share the
same hydroxylation mechanism.11 The (110) rutile TiO2 surface
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has been used as a model system to investigate the hydroxylation process. Combined scanning tunneling microscopy (STM)
and DFT calculations indicate that at each oxygen vacancy, a
single water molecule is dissociated into an H atom and a
hydroxyl. While the hydroxyl lls in the oxygen vacancy (Vo–OH),
the H atom sits on a neighboring lattice O atom (H–O), eﬀectively creating a nonequivalent hydroxyl pair (Vo–OH vs.
H–O).12,13 Moisture further facilitates the splitting of the
hydroxyl pair, which is predominantly initiated by the diﬀusion
of H–O, as well as the diﬀusion of the resulting single
hydroxyls.14 The diﬀusion energy barriers and attempt
frequencies for each kind of hydroxyl also have been investigated. For TiO2 containing 7% oxygen vacancies, the equilibrium hydroxyl separation is about 6 lattice spacings.14 However
the coexistent oxygen vacancy and hydroxyl are hard to diﬀerentiate since hydroxylation occurs even in ultra-high-vacuum
conditions where only traces of moisture exist. Experimentally,
electron-energy-loss spectroscopy fails to diﬀerentiate the two
defects.15 STM reveals a similar delocalization of electrons over
multiple Ti atoms for the two defects except for slightly diﬀerent
electron-density shapes.16 Enormous experimental and theoretical eﬀort was also devoted to the distinction between oxygen
vacancy and hydroxyl defects.
Oxygen vacancies and hydroxyls aﬀect the electronic structure of titanium oxides diﬀerently giving rise to distinctive
properties. For example, Au clusters adsorbed on TiO2 surfaces
with oxygen vacancies or hydroxyls show contrasting mobilities.10 Hydrogenated anatase TiO2 clusters show robust visiblelight photocatalysis due to band-gap defect states.17 DFT
calculations for rutile TiO2 show that both oxygen vacancies and
hydroxyls create Ti3+ states in the band-gap and hydroxylation
slightly stabilizes the energy.18 Also the band-gap states for the
latter are spin-polarized.18 However, up to now, detailed electronic structure calculations to address the magnetic eﬀect of
hydroxyls and their distinction from oxygen vacancies have not
been carried out, which is necessary to gain a thorough
understanding of the room-temperature ferromagnetism in
metal oxides considering the prevalence of the two defects.19
Direct experimental verication of the presence of a particular kind of defect and the distinguishing of its magnetic
contribution from other coexistent defects is usually hard if not
impossible to achieve. Defects in Ti oxides include Ti and O
vacancies, Ti and O interstitials, hydroxyls, etc. In this work, we
singled out the magnetic eﬀect of hydroxyls by studying the
evolution of the magnetic moment during hydroxylation, where
oxygen vacancies are replaced by hydroxyls while other possibly
coexistent defects are not aﬀected. Micro-Raman studies further
help to identify the presence of hydroxyls.
The study of clusters is advantageous because they enhance
the surface-to-volume ratio which magnies the surface eﬀect.
Of the various Ti oxides, TiO is especially interesting because of
the highest defect concentration with spontaneous 15%
vacancies on both the Ti and O sites.20 This provides abundant
adsorption sites for hydroxyls in the presence of moisture even
at room temperature. Thus TiO is an ideal and convenient
system to investigate the eﬀect of hydroxyl defects on magnetism. Hydroxyls are introduced by exposing as-produced rock
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salt TiO clusters to moisture at room temperature, where
hydroxylation occurs and Vo is replaced by OH.12,13
In this work, we perform detailed experiment and DFT
calculations of the magnetic eﬀect of the hydroxylation process
on TiO nanoclusters. When these clusters are exposed to
moisture, the magnetization displays a linear increase/exponential decay at increased/lowered humidity levels due to the
adsorption/desorption of hydroxyls, respectively. Our microRaman spectroscopy shows direct evidence of the formation of
single hydroxyls aer moisture exposure as compared to the
presence of only adsorbed moisture for as-produced TiO clusters. The creation of magnetic moments with hydroxyl adsorption is consistent with DFT calculations, which also reveal an
intimate correlation among defect structure, local structural
relaxation, charge redistribution, and magnetic moment. The
magnetic moment is located at the surface, where the two
nonequivalent hydroxyls contribute diﬀerently. Increasing the
hydroxyl separation leads to decrease in magnetic moment.

2

Experimental methods

2.1

Fabrication of TiOx clusters

The Ti oxide clusters are produced using inert-gas condensation
in a cluster deposition system that has been described elsewhere21 [ESI, Fig. S1†]. In situ and ex situ oxidations are used to
obtain clusters of various composition and phases. In situ
oxidation is realized by feeding oxygen into the condensation
chamber, where various oxygen partial pressures lead to the
formation of titanium monoxide and titanium dioxide of the
anatase and rutile phases, respectively.22 Ex situ oxidation is
realized by annealing as-produced Ti clusters in oxygen, where
the annealing temperature determines the composition and
phases of the resulting oxide.23 A representative TEM image of
as-produced Ti clusters is shown in the [ESI, Fig. S2†]. For the
TiO clusters, cluster lms with total thicknesses of 150 nm and
40 nm are produced for comparative studies.
2.2

Characterization tools

Cluster size and lm topography are examined with transmission-electron microscopy (TEM) and atomic-force microscopy (AFM), respectively. Magnetism is measured with a
superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID). Raman
spectroscopy is used to detect the presence of various hydroxyl
and water species.
2.3 Manipulation of hydroxyl concentration and associated
variation for the magnetization
To introduce hydroxyls, as-produced TiO cluster lms are
placed in a closed container lled with water vapor produced
from water held at 350 K at atmospheric pressure. Magnetism is
measured aer each hour of storage in the moist-air container.
Cluster lms are examined aer deposition and aer 20 hours
in moist air by Raman spectroscopy for the detection of hydroxyl
groups.
Aer 15 hours of storage in the moist-air container, magnetic
measurements indicate that an equilibrium state has been
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reached. The moment relaxation is then studied. As ambient air
has a lower humidity level than the moist air, hydroxyl
desorption is expected. Similarly, oxygen annealing also leads to
hydroxyl loss as well as Vo annihilation. Thus the moment
relaxation is studied for both cases: during subsequent storage
in ambient air and during oxygen annealing (at 450  C). Aer
oxygen annealing, moment recovery during re-exposure to
ambient air is also studied.

3

Experimental results and discussion

3.1

Cluster size and lm topography

As-produced TiO clusters are deposited onto carbon-coated Cu
grid and Si substrate for TEM and AFM analyses, respectively.
TEM image analysis yields an average size of 15 nm for the asproduced clusters [Fig. 1(a)]. AFM image analysis indicates that
the root-mean-square thickness variation of the cluster lm is
10 nm [Fig. 1(b)].
3.2

Fig. 2 Structural analysis of the TiO cluster ﬁlm with X-ray diﬀraction: (a) after
deposition and (b) after exposure to moisture at a temperature of 50  C for 20
hours. The rock salt structure is maintained after moisture exposure.

Evolution of magnetization during moisture exposure

The structure of the TiO cluster lm is examined with XRD aer
deposition and aer 20 hours of storage in moist air (Fig. 2). Asproduced TiO clusters show the rock salt structure. Aer storage
in moist-air, the rock salt structure and intensity ratios are
maintained though the FWHM is slightly wider, presumably
due to lattice distortion by adsorbed hydroxyls. Note that
systematic lattice distortion can be induced by increasing
hydroxyl densities.24 A decrease of XRD intensity was also
noticed for ZnO aer hydrogen annealing.25 It is well-known
that hydrogen or vacuum annealing creates oxygen vacancies,
which introduces hydroxyls subsequently.26
Aer each hour of storage in moist air, the hysteresis loop of
the cluster lm is measured at room temperature. For clarity,
Fig. 3(a) shows only half of the hysteresis loops for a 150 nm
thick TiO cluster lm as a function of storage time in moist air.
Representative whole hysteresis loops for storage durations of 0,
4, 10, 15 and 20 hours are shown in Fig. 3(b). It can be seen that
the as-produced sample has a small diamagnetic signal. Storage
in moist air transforms this signal to a ferromagnetic or ferromagnetic-like signal. As the moisture-exposure time increases,
the magnetic moment increases and eventually reaches

Fig. 1 Images of TiO clusters: (a) Examination of cluster size with transmissionelectron microscopy. (b) Examination of the ﬁlm topography with atomic-force
microscopy. For TEM examination, as-produced TiO clusters are deposited on a
copper grid. For AFM examination, a TiO cluster ﬁlm is fabricated on a silicon
substrate. The scales are 50 nm (TEM) and 100 nm (AFM), respectively.
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Fig. 3 Evolution of magnetism for the TiO cluster ﬁlm during exposure to
moisture examined with SQUID: (a) half hysteresis loops for the TiO cluster ﬁlm,
measured after each hour of storage in moist air. (b) Representative hysteresis
loops for the TiO cluster ﬁlm after diﬀerent durations in moist air (0, 4, 10, 15 and
20 hours).
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Fig. 5 Magnetization relaxation for a TiO cluster ﬁlm (squares): (a) relaxation in
ambient air after reaching equilibrium in moist-air. (b) Relaxation of the
magnetization of the TiO cluster ﬁlm during oxygen annealing at 450  C after
reaching the equilibrium value in moist air. Solid lines are exponential ﬁts.

3.3 Comparative study of the aging behaviors of TiO and
TiO2 clusters
Fig. 4 Raman spectra of the TiO cluster ﬁlm: (a) after deposition and (b) after
20 hours of storage in moist air. As-produced clusters show a single peak at
3512 cm1 which can be attributed to adsorbed water. In contrast, after 20 hours
of exposure to moisture, the Raman spectra of the cluster ﬁlm show two peaks n1
at 3664 cm1 and n2 at 3737 cm1, corresponding to the two nonequivalent
hydroxyls.

equilibrium aer 17 hours with a magnetization of 13.5 emu
cm3 and a coercivity of 70 Oe. Aer the magnetization reaches
equilibrium during moisture exposure, if all Vo are replaced by
hydroxyls, each pair of hydroxyls will correspond to a moment
of 3.5mB per pair at a hydroxyl separation of 1.29 lattice spacing.
Note that the calculation has assumed that the TiO clusters have
the same oxygen vacancy concentration as the bulk, i.e. 15 at.%.
As the oxygen vacancy concentration can be aﬀected by fabrication conditions such as the oxygen partial pressure, this value
serves only as a rough estimation of the moment.
To detect hydroxyls, the TiO cluster lm is examined with
Raman spectroscopy aer deposition [Fig. 4(a)] and aer 20
hours of moisture exposure [Fig. 4(b)]. As-produced clusters
show a single peak at 3512 cm1, which likely arises from
adsorbed moisture.24,27,28 In contrast, aer 20 hours of moisture
exposure, the Raman spectrum of the cluster lm shows two
peaks at 3664 cm1 and 3737 cm1, which likely arise from the
two nonequivalent hydroxyls.27
This assignment of the Raman peak in the as-produced sample
to adsorbed moisture/newly created hydroxyl pair and the Raman
peaks in an aged sample to single hydroxyls is logical, reecting
the creation of single hydroxyls aer moisture adsorption.
Aer the moment reaches equilibrium in moist air, its
relaxation is studied in both ambient air [Fig. 5(a)] and during
oxygen annealing [Fig. 5(b)]. Interestingly for both cases, exponential relaxations are observed. Distinctive time constants of
16 days and 19 minutes are obtained, reecting the higher rate
of hydroxyl loss during annealing. Aer the oxygen annealing,
moment recovery during re-exposure to moist and ambient air
is investigated. The magnetic moment does not increase quickly
in moist air as in the as-produced sample, probably due to the
annihilation of oxygen vacancies and modication of the
structure by annealing.

This journal is ª The Royal Society of Chemistry 2012

We also have performed a comparative study of the aging
behaviors of Ti monoxide and dioxide clusters in ambient air.
The TiO clusters have a much higher moment increase rate and
saturation value than the dioxide clusters [ESI, Fig. S3†]. Aer
storage in ambient air for 1 month, the TiO cluster lm develops
a magnetization of 12 emu cm3. However, aer one year, the
anatase and rutile TiO2 cluster lms reveal magnetizations of
0.4 emu cm3 and 0.3 emu cm3, respectively. Note that the
moment increase rate is aﬀected by various factors such as the
oxygen vacancy concentration, the diﬀusion rate of hydroxyls, as
well as the specic structure of the oxide. The relative stability of
the magnetic moment is also investigated. The magnetic
moment of titanium monoxide shows much higher stability
than the dioxides. While the moment of the TiO clusters is
stable over a range of two years, the moment of the anatase and
rutile TiO2 clusters disappears aer one year. Note that the
oxygen vacancy or associated hydroxyl densities for TiO, anatase
and rutile TiO2 are in the order of TiO > anatase TiO2 > rutile
TiO2, which likely explains the diﬀerent increase rates, saturation values, and the stabilities of the magnetic moments.28

3.4

Summary of experimental results

A schematic diagram of moisture-induced hydroxylation and
magnetic moment in TiO clusters is shown in Fig. 6(a). Asproduced TiO clusters have abundant oxygen vacancies. Upon
exposure to moisture, water molecules adsorb at oxygen
vacancies and create hydroxyls. As hydroxylation progresses
with further water adsorption, the magnetic moment increases
with the hydroxyl density. Fig. 6(b) shows the magnetization as a
function of storage time in moist air, where it increases
approximately linearly before reaching the equilibrium state.
This behavior is also observed in the thinner sample (40 nm
thick) [ESI, Fig. S4†], indicating that the magnetic moment is
not restricted to the surface of the cluster lm; instead, the
whole cluster lm has a homogeneous contribution to the
magnetization. Since ambient air contains less moisture
compared to moist air, we expect this behavior to occur in
ambient air at a lower rate. Actually, it took 1 month for the
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Experimental methods that modify oxygen vacancy and
hydroxyl concentrations also produce signicant variations of
the magnetism. Moment enhancement has been frequently
reported for a variety of metal oxides aer vacuum or hydrogen
annealing, which is known to introduce oxygen vacancies and
subsequently hydroxyls. The magnetizations of TiO2 and HfO2
thin lms also display exponential decays during oxygen
annealing [ESI, Fig. S5†]. Previously, for In2O3, the carrier
density was found to have a stretched exponential decay during
storage in air.32 A power-law decay is reported for the magnetic
moment of ZnO during storage in air.33 It is suggested that these
relaxations can be ascribed to Arrhenius type behavior with a
distribution of diﬀusion-site energies.34 Detailed electronic
structure calculations are still necessary to clarify the role of
hydroxyls for a particular oxide.

Fig. 6 (a) Schematic diagram of hydroxyl creation at oxygen vacancies in a TiO
cluster during moisture exposure. (b) Evolution of the magnetization as a function
of storage time in moist air.

magnetic moment to reach the equilibrium value thanks to the
lower humidity level and concentration of water molecules.
3.5

Discussion

Previous investigation of the temperature-dependent conductivity of oxides containing both oxygen vacancy and hydroxyls
shows that the conductivity is controlled by diﬀusion of both.24
Below 200  C, hydroxyl diﬀusion dominates while above 200  C
both oxygen vacancy and hydroxyl diﬀusion are involved.24 Note
that the conductivity of various metal oxides also show linear
increase/exponential decay at higher/lower humidity levels
similar to the variation of the magnetic moment here.29,30 The
common underlying reason is probably the increased/decreased
hydroxyl concentrations at elevated/decreased humidity levels,
respectively. Saturation of hydroxyls likely gives rise to the
moment saturation.31 Each oxygen vacancy introduces a pair of
hydroxyls which doubles the defect concentration. As a single
oxygen vacancy and a single hydroxyl generate similar electron
delocalization over multiple proximate Ti atoms, the conductivity increase is likely due to the enhanced charge delocalization with doubled defect density induced by hydroxylation. This
correlation between conductivity and ferromagnetism is
consistent with previous suggestions of carrier-mediated
ferromagnetism.2
The presence of oxygen vacancies and hydroxyls in other
metal oxides and the comparable magnetizations reported for
many of them suggest that the hydroxyl-induced magnetic
moment might also be true for other metal oxides.
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4

DFT calculations

4.1

Guidelines for calculation

DFT calculations are performed to clarify the origin of the
hydroxyl-induced magnetic moment. The following issues are
considered: (i) dependence of H adsorption on the defect
structure. In this case, three diﬀerent environments are
considered: (1) perfect TiO; (2) TiO with only Vo; and (3) TiO with
coexistent Vo and VTi. (ii) Diﬀerentiation of the magnetic roles of
the two nonequivalent hydroxyls (Vo–OH vs. H–O). (iii) The
spatial location of the magnetic moment: on the surface vs. in
the interior. Previous DFT calculations for anatase TiO2 indicate
that Vo creates band-gap states, the width of which scales with
the Vo density.10 Thus we have also investigated the eﬀect of
oxygen vacancy density, for which one and two Vo in one
supercell are considered, respectively. (iv) Long-term stability of
the magnetic moment, or in eﬀect moment–energy correlation.
Correlation between magnetism and hydroxyl separation are
examined.
All the DFT calculations are performed with a plane-wave
basis set as implemented in the VASP package. An energy cutoﬀ
of 400 eV and the Perdew–Burke–Ernzerh of GGA exchange and
correlation functional are adopted. A slab containing 6 atomic
layers along the c axis and (3  3) unit cells in the x–y planes is
selected as the model of the TiO (110) surface. The atoms in the
bottom two layers are xed during the structural relaxations. A

Fig. 7 DFT calculation results for H adsorption on the surface of a perfect TiO
(110) nanocrystal. (a) H adsorption before relaxation, where H is attached to the
bridging site between two O atoms. (b) H adsorption after structural relaxation,
where the H atom has moved to the bridging site between two Ti atoms. H, Ti and
O atoms are designated by green, gray and red/pink spheres, respectively. For the
relaxed structure, Ti atoms that show magnetic moments are designated by pink
in (b).
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uniform 8  8  1 k-point mesh sampled with the Monkhorst–
Pack scheme is selected during all the surface calculations. For
the bulk solid calculation, the supercell contains 2  2  2 unit
cells. The Brillouin zone is sampled with an 8  8  8 grid.
4.2

H adsorption on a perfect TiO surface

First, we consider H adsorption on the perfect surface. Three
adsorption sites are considered: on top of O atom, the bridging
site between two O atoms, and the bridging site between one O
and one Ti atom. Before structural relaxation, H is located at the
bridging site between two O atoms. Aer structural relaxation,
the H atom moves to the bridging site between two Ti atoms
[Fig. 7]. The adsorption energy in this case (dened as Ea ¼
(Etot  Esurf  EH)) is 8.25 eV. The total energies of the other
two cases are about 1.9 eV (adsorbed on O) and 1.4 eV (adsorbed
between O and Ti) higher, respectively. Such large energy
diﬀerences indicate that the bridging site between two Ti atoms
(aer relaxation) is energetically the most favorable. With H
adsorption, the total magnetic moment increases by about 6mB.
This arises from the signicant increase of the magnetic
moments for Ti atoms located in the two neighboring Ti rows
(Fig. 7(b), pink). To conclude, both the magnetic moment and H
adsorption depend sensitively on the structural relaxation.
4.3 H adsorption on a TiO surface with only oxygen
vacancies
We have further examined H adsorption in the presence of Vo.
Diﬀerent Ti and O adsorption sites near the O vacancy are
considered. The most favored Ti sites and O site for H adsorption are as shown in Fig. 8(a). H adsorption on Ti-sites is more
stable than that on O sites (2.2 eV lower in total energy). H
adsorption on Tisite1 and Tisite2 has comparable adsorption

Fig. 8 DFT calculation results for H adsorption on the (110) surface of a defective
TiO nanocrystal: (a) relaxed (110) surface of a TiO nanocrystal with only Vo; the
multiple H adsorption sites considered in the calculations are also shown. (b) The
most stable H adsorption site (Tisite1) after structural relaxation for a TiO (110)
surface with only Vo. (c) Adsorption of OH on Vo of a TiO (110) surface with
coexistent VTi and Vo. (d) Second H adsorption in addition to Vo–OH on a relaxed
TiO (110) surface with coexistent VTi and Vo. H atoms are designated by green
balls and are positioned at the most stable adsorption sites.
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energies. The case of H adsorption on Tisite1 is shown in
Fig. 8(b). Thus, on the TiO(110) surface with only Vo defects,
when a single H atom is deposited near a single O vacancy, it
will be adsorbed on Ti-sites, resulting in small total magnetic
moments (1.1mB and 0.2mB for Tisite1 and Tisite2 respectively). We
also examined moment generation by Vo in the interior of the
TiO crystal as well as the eﬀect of Vo concentration. For all cases,
no magnetic moment is detected with or without H adsorption.

4.4 OH adsorption on a TiO surface with coexisting Ti and O
vacancies
We rst considered the magnetism of a TiO(110) surface with
coexistant VTi and Vo. Out of the various VTi–Vo congurations,
the most stable VTi–Vo complex exhibits a magnetic moment of
2.6mB.
We then considered the magnetism when a single hydroxyl is
adsorbed at an oxygen vacancy. When an OH lls in the O
vacancy [Fig. 8(c)], the total magnetic moment jumps to 9.3mB.
While O and H atoms give rise to little magnetic moment, Ti
atoms from neighboring Ti rows in the utmost top layer and the
sub-monolayer dictate the magnetism. From the surface to the
interior, the contribution decreases rapidly. Comparatively, Ti
atoms in the top layer have higher moments that vary from 0.3
to 0.6mB/Ti, while Ti atoms from the sub-monolayer have relatively smaller moments of about 0.1mB/Ti. For both the top layer
and the sub-monolayer, the intra-layer couplings between Ti
atoms are ferromagnetic. However, the interlayer coupling, the
coupling between the top and the sub-monolayer, is antiferromagnetic. The contrasting coupling for the interlayer and the
intralayer might be due to the signicantly diﬀerent interatomic
separations between Ti atoms. Note that the interatomic
distance between Ti atoms in the top layer as well as that of the
sub-monolayer are about 3 A. However, the interlayer separation
is much smaller, which is about 2.66 A.
As a single water molecule dissociatively adsorbs at a Vo, a pair
of nonequivalent hydroxyls are generated on neighboring sites.
As the hydroxyl pair splits up and the resultant single hydroxyls
diﬀuse away, the separation of the two non-equivalent hydroxyls
increases over time. The evolution of the magnetic moment as a
function of the hydroxyl separation is thus worthy of consideration. We rst examined the magnetic moment of a freshly
created hydroxyl pair, which is realized by adding one more H to
a neighboring O next to the Vo–OH [Fig. 8(d)]. As experiments
show, aer the geminated hydroxyl pair is created upon dissociative water adsorption, moisture further facilitates the splitting
and diﬀusion of the resultant single hydroxyls, a process which is
dominated by the diﬀusion of the hydroxyls involving one lattice
O (H–O).14 Thus we examined the energetics of this splitting and
diﬀusion process. This is realized by analyzing the relative
stabilities of the additional H adsorption on diﬀerent O and Ti
sites with various separations from the other hydroxyls (Vo–OH).
Three diﬀerent O sites and two Ti sites are considered. Of the
various O adsorption sites, H adsorption to O2 is the most stable,
for which the adsorption energy is lower than that of O1 and O3
by 0.11 eV and 0.49 eV, respectively. The total magnetic moment
scales with the separation between the two nonequivalent
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hydroxyls: H–O and Vo–OH. H adsorption next to the Vo–OH gives
the highest moment (O1/13mB), which decreases as H diﬀuses
away (O2/10mB, O3/4.9mB). In the long term, energy stabilization
leads to diﬀusion of newly formed hydroxyls to adsorption sites
with both lower energy and moment, resulting in dwindling of
the magnetic moment consistent with experimental observations of moment relaxation.
To determine the location of the magnetic moment, we also
examined defects located in the interior of the TiO crystal. For
this case, no magnetic moment is detected with or without H
adsorption near the defects. Thus, the magnetic moments of
TiO clusters mainly originate from the cluster surface instead of
the bulk.

4.5

Summary of DFT calculations

In summary, our DFT calculations suggest an intimate correlation between the defect structure and the magnetism. H
adsorption sensitively depends on the structural relaxation
unique to each defect structure. Coexistence of Vo and VTi is
essential to reproduce the creation of magnetic moment with
hydroxyl adsorption. This is consistent with the normal experimental observation of coexistent Ti and O vacancies in TiO. Of
the two nonequivalent hydroxyls, Vo–OH contributes predominantly to the magnetism. The magnetic moment is restricted to
the cluster surface. The coupling sensitively depends on the
interatomic separation, illustrating the crucial role of structural
relaxation. In the long term, stabilization of the system leads to
diﬀusion of hydroxyls to adsorption sites with both lower
energies and lower moments, leading to the eventual dwindling
and disappearance of the magnetic moment. The hydroxylinduced magnetism in our anatase and rutile TiO2 clusters
provides experimental evidence for previous DFT calculations of
spin-polarized bandgap states for hydroxylated and reduced
TiO2 surfaces.19
Our DFT calculations show the microscopic creation of
magnetic moment upon hydroxyl adsorption. Experimentally,
we observe the overall macroscopic feature. When as-produced
TiO clusters are exposed to moisture, the magnetic moment
increases linearly and subsequently reaches saturation. Previous
STM investigation of transition metal oxide surface indicates
that the surface hydroxyl coverage displays a roughly linear
increase before reaching saturation.35 Thus the linear increase
and subsequent saturation behavior of the magnetic moment
can be correlated with the identical variation of the hydroxyl
density. As the conductivity of metal oxides also displays a linear
increase during water exposure, it is reasonable to correlate the
hydroxyl density, conductivity, and the magnetic moment,
consistent with the notion of carrier-mediated ferromagnetism.2
The calculated total magnetic moment of a hydroxyl pair
decreases with increasing separation and reaches a value of 5mB
per pair at a separation of one lattice spacing. The lower
magnetic moment observed experimentally, 3.5mB per pair at a
hydroxyl separation of 1.29 lattice spacing, may arise from the
bigger separation between hydroxyls, consistent with the
decaying of magnetic moment with increasing hydroxyl separation from DFT calculations.
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As to the moment of oxygen vacancy, assuming that the
moment of the as-produced sample is mainly from oxygen
vacancies, neglecting the minimal contamination with adsorbed
water and resultant hydroxyl pairs from the deposition chamber,
the moment of each oxygen vacancy can be estimated to be at
least one order of magnitude smaller than that of hydroxyls.
To clarify the origin of the defect ferromagnetism in DMS and
DMO, the roles of intrinsic defects, such as cationic and anionic
vacancies, and extrinsic defects such as dopants are extensively
examined. Recent works specically have addressed the role of
each kind of defect in undoped oxides. Though these works
concern diﬀerent DMO and DMS systems, they share several
similarities to our TiO clusters: (i) the magnetic moment does
not reside on the defect, instead it arises from neighboring sites.
For ZnS nanowires, the moment is located on neighboring S sites
around Zn vacancies and arises from S 3p orbitals.3 For TiO
nanoclusters, the moment originates from neighboring Ti atoms
surrounding oxygen vacancies and arises from Ti 3d orbitals. For
ZnO nanowires, the moment is located on neighboring O sites
and arises from O 2p orbitals.4 All share a complicated correlation among defect structure, structural relaxation, charge delocalization, and magnetism. (ii) The moment is predominantly
located at the surface of the nanostructures, which involves the
rst few monolayers where the contribution dwindles quickly
from the surface to the interior. (iii) The moment generated by
each defect is of the same order of magnitude, about a few mB. (iv)
The total moment scales with the defect density. As representative DMO and DMS systems, these works point out the necessity
of diﬀerentiating various kinds of defects, which create specic
structural relaxations, associated charge delocalizations, and
magnetism. The intrinsic defect induced ferromagnetism in
DMO and DMS is more favorable than transition-metal doping
for applications in biomedicine as transition metals can form
dangerous free radicals.
The humidity-sensitive magnetism in TiO clusters is in
striking similarity to that of molecular magnets such as Prussian
blue analog.36–41 Adsorption/desorption of hydroxyls produces
the moment variation for our Ti oxide clusters. Adsorption/
desorption of water molecules give rise to the moment variation
for molecular magnets.36–41 Both systems display intimate
correlations among defect structure, humidity, conductivity, and
magnetism, highlighting the crucial and promising role of
defect-engineering in new material development.

5

Conclusions

The magnetic moment of as-produced TiO clusters exhibits
linear increase/exponential relaxation due to the adsorption/
desorption of hydroxyls, respectively. DFT calculations show
that with coexistent O and Ti vacancies, hydroxyl adsorption at
oxygen vacancies generates signicant magnetic moments,
which reside on neighboring Ti sites and arise from the Ti 3d
orbitals. These moments are predominantly located at the
surface and decrease as the hydroxyl separation increases,
which reect the correlation between energy stabilization and
relaxation of the magnetism. As many metal oxides share
comparable hydroxyl densities, hydroxyl-induced magnetic
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moments may also play a role, which needs verication with
detailed electronic structure calculations. The humidity sensitivity and the correlation among defect structure, conductivity,
and magnetism suggests applications in H or moisture sensors,
molecule detection, spintronics, photocatalysis, fuel cells, and
other multifunctional materials.40–42
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